EZ Photo Wrap
QUICK FIX LIGHT WEIGHT CANVAS AND PHOTO PRINT WRAP

NEW!
Instruction videos!
print-it-large.eu/downloads

EZ PHOTO WRAP

EZ Photo Wrap is a perfect fit into today’s
offering of framing systems and is ideally
suited for interior décor, corporate
environments, retail and exhibition signage.
Creating a EZ Photo Wrap does not
require specialist skills and is finished
within minutes. The finishing of a EZ Photo
Wrap starts from a pre-cut adhesive coated
corrugated board where your canvas or

photo print is applied to and fold to the
edges. Quick and easy with no need for
staples or glue. The result is remarkable.

EZ Photo Wrap is compatible with canvas
media and photo prints.

A stylish, professional quality image display
and feather light so can be hung from just
one tack. It’s design makes you saving
money on shipping and installation costs
when compared to traditional wooden
stretcher bars.

Step 1: The 2 parts needed for

Step 2: Remove part of the release liner

Step 3: Fold back your media, remove

Step 4: Pre-fold all the ceased lines on

assembly to a finished EZ Photo Wrap

and align your print with the interior

the rest of the release liner, place your

the back of the frame.

(EZ Photo Wrap and your media;

perforated line.

print over the exposed adhesive and

Canvas / PHOTO PRINT).

apply pressure to secure it in place.

Step 5: Remove the excess media

Step 6: Fold-up one edge of the frame,

Step 7: Keeping the edge square, apply

Step 8: Gently support each corner to

across each of the corner sections by

release the perforated tabs and fold he

firm pressure to secure the tabs to the

keep it square and apply the corner

using a scissor.

edge around till it forms a square.

back of the frame and apply this for all

sticker.

4 edges.

Products available to date: (At request a larger product offering can be made available)

Image size

Pieces

1000314

Media size
45.6cm x 45.6cm

30.5cm x 30.5cm

10 pcs

1000315

43.2cm x 50.8cm

28.0cm x 35.7cm

10 pcs

1000316

55.8cm x 66.0cm

40.6cm x 50.8cm

10 pcs

Step 9: Fold the edges of the backing
tray-up and place it into the back of the
frame and press firmly in the centre to
secure it to the adhesive.

Step 10: The EZ Photo Wrap is now
ready to hang-up.
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